
Welcome



Disclaimer:
This webinar provides an overview of a 
specific developing situation. It is not 
intended to be, and should not be construed 
as, legal or business advice for any particular 
fact situation.



Coronavirus and 
its impact on the 
event industry
BOB PRIEST-HECK
Chief Executive Officer
Freeman



A G E N D A

• Our current state
• Data informs what is next
• Travel implications and opportunities

• Contingency planning in real life
• Internal team considerations

• Question and answer



• Restrictions on global travel

• Cancellation of major 
European public gatherings

• Suspension of Fortune 1000 
non-critical employee travel 

• Warnings of Q1 earnings loss 
for over 400 companies

• Varied responses from event industry—
cancellations to innovations in execution

Our 
current 

state

Transparency is paramount.

AS COVID-19 UNFOLDS WE HAVE…



Museums Sports Entertainment Corporations Organizers
& Associations

Companies are listening
to their communities



We must listen too
“It’s an amazing event. This is 
the highlight of our year. We are 
using common sense. We trust 
that they [show] know enough 
to make smart decisions.”

We must model trust, transparency
and accountability. It’s expected.

“It’s a great event but with the 
latest news on the virus, it 
seems like maybe now’s not 
the time. I always thought this 
company cared about it’s 
employees and doing the right 
thing – I guess not.”



• Live Events to Live Platforms

• More accessible and inclusive

Events aren’t 
going away

Let’s augment the Live experience 
together. Because ultimately, people 
will always crave connection.

E V E N T S  A R E  T R A N S F O R M I N G



Coronavirus: Data 
Informs What’s Next
ESTE GERAGHTY, MD, MS, MPH, CPH, GISP
Chief Medical Officer 
ESRI



This data will help 
inform how we 
create safer 
environments that 
instill confidence in 
attendees, exhibitors 
and sponsors.



TORI EMERSON BARNES
EVP, Public Affairs & Policy

US Travel Association

Travel:
Implications & 
Opportunities



Q&A

TORI EMERSON BARNES
EVP, Public Affairs & Policy
US Travel Association

ESTE GERAGHTY, MD, MS, MPH, CPH, GISP
Chief Medical Officer 
ESRI



Contingency Planning

DAVID SAEF
SVP, Strategy
Freeman



Industry has competing 
factors to consider:

Customer centric approach is the right way

P E O P L ET I M E R E S O U R C E S



• Internal & external audiences

• Key talking points

• Customer service support

• Distribution channels
Proactive 
Communications
Is Essential

Clear Communication Plan

• Online 

• Mobile

• Social media

Proactive outreach & dialogue

Consistent, timely & informed 
communication cadence



Government / 
Regulatory Authority

WHO / CDC 
Guidance

Bellwether 
Companies /  

Attendee Groups
Optics / Public 

Perception Hotel Cancellations

Undertaking a structured Scenario Planning can assist in prioritizing key decisions and dependencies

Employees Attendees Speakers Sponsors Exhibitors

EXTERNAL DRIVER INTERNAL DRIVER

AUDIENCE

Contingency planning
Organizers & Associations

KEY DRIVERS



Government / 
Regulatory Authority

WHO / CDC 
Guidance LogisticsCorporate Strategy Content

Undertaking a structured Scenario Planning can assist in prioritizing key decisions and dependencies

Employees Attendees Speakers Sponsors Exhibitors

AUDIENCE

Contingency planning
Brands

KEY DRIVERS

EXTERNAL DRIVER INTERNAL DRIVER



Keep / Modify Postpone Combine 
/ Co-Locate

Cancel

Options to evaluate



• Attendee loyalty

• Partner support

• Exhibitor participation

• Industry relevance & respect

Long term
implications



DAN STEINER
VP, Enterprise Risk Management
Freeman

Risk and Legal 
Implications

DAWNN REPP
Chief Legal & Administrative Officer
Freeman



INFORMATION COMPANY SOPS COMMUNICATION
• Monitor updates from CDC 

and WHO
• Track relevant regional & 

local health & safety updates

• Work from home guidelines
• Vacation, sick pay, FMLA 

and short-term disability
• Adhere to anti-discrimination 

policies
• Contingency plans for 

work disruptions

• Regular relevant updates
• Designated internal POC to 

answer questions
• Encourage healthy hygiene
• Educate your supply chain

Basic plan in place



• Update meetings several times per week

• Designated teams at enterprise and 
business unit level

• Cascade messaging to leadership teams 
before broad employee communication

On-going executive 
level briefings 



On-site continuity planning
• Daily huddles with on-site team about proper 

hygiene and cleaning strategies

• Proactive partner network communication
• Instant messaging tool on locations for time 

sensitive updates



Exposure assessment
• Force Majeure

• Is COVID-19 a Force Majeure Event?

• Courts interpret FM clauses narrowly

• Implications of Invoking Force Majeure

• Insurance



Employee considerations
Fisher & Phillips (US based) &  Baker McKenzie (Global); Links are is available
at freeman.com – coronavirus resource center

TOP QUESTIONS: (US ONLY)

Can we ask an employee to stay home or leave work if they exhibit symptoms of the COVID-19 coronavirus or the flu?

Yes, you are permitted to ask them to seek medical attention and get tested for COVID-19, and under most circumstances you can 
ask them to leave work.

Can an employee refuse to come to work because of fear of infection?

In the US, employees are only entitled to refuse to work if they believe they are in imminent danger. The threat must be immediate or 
imminent, which means that an employee must believe that death or serious physical harm could occur within a short time. Requiring 
travel to China at this time may rise to this threshold.  Most work conditions in the United States, however, do not meet the elements 
required for an employee to refuse to work. 

Can employers in the United States refuse an employee’s request to wear a medical mask or respirator?

Yes, under most circumstances. A respirator must be provided to employees only “when such equipment is necessary to protect the 
health of such employees.” The WHO has stated that people only need to wear face masks if they are treating someone who is 
infected with the COVID-19 coronavirus.



• Have a plan

• Stay informed

• Communicate with your workforce 
and your partners

• Review your contracts and insurance

• Review and revise your plan
as needed

Practical 
Takeaways



Q&A
BOB PRIEST-HECK
Chief Executive Officer, Freeman

DAWNN REPP
Chief Legal & Administrative Officer, Freeman

DAVID SAEF
SVP, Strategy, Freeman

DAN STEINER
VP, Enterprise Risk Management, Freeman



Online
Resources



Final Thoughts



Thank You




